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Finaly after over a year of running Dragonfly CMS I was able to switch to XOOPS after seeing
the xcGallery module released and testing it on the server and seeing how great it was.
I had originally passed over XOOPS reluctantly due to the lack of a good gallery module.
I had finally made the choice to shake things up at the site due to the fact that XOOPS really
does have a better community with many more modules and more mature CMS code.
Not to mention great document management systems. And many of the modules I use
thankfully have WYSIWYG and people really love that and GIJOE thanks to his great
programming with the AutoLogin code everything is great.

I am currently using the latest:
xcGallery
Smartsection
Xcal
CBB
Weblinks
DocuWiki
Xpress

Thanks to everyone for the fine coding
Steve,
Admin Shotokansite.com
www.shotokansite.com
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